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Dance Floor Game 101

Hello and thank you for downloading this guide.

My name is RyanDRH. I have promised Derek Rake that I will share with his readers and friends some of the best tactics that I use to pick women up on the dance floor, so here I am.

(OK, if you have picked this book up from anywhere apart from DerekRake.com or from The Rake Letter then it's an illegal copy... as I am doing this exclusively for Derek.)

And if you have not known me yet, I'm the world's #1 Dance Floor Game Expert.

That sounds boisterous, I know. But if you have had successes like me (40 night outs, 34 kiss-closed from the dance floor), it's kinda hard to be humble. ;)

I organized the world's first seminar exclusively on how to pick women up on the dance floor back in 2008. I am also the author of probably the only guide in the world that deals with dance floor pickup - creatively named "How To Pickup Women On The Dance Floor".

I don't claim to be a Master PUA, and I certainly don't aspire to be one.

Derek can teach you everything you need to know about dating, having multiple relationships, getting laid by the truckloads or nailing that special woman and all that good stuff. (In fact, you can pick up a treasure trove of seduction knowledge right off his blog – http://www.DerekRake.com)
For me, I specialize on the dance floor - and that's what I am going to share with you in this report.

Let's get started!

THE BIGGEST MYTH ABOUT DANCE FLOOR PICKUP

Many gurus will tell you that the Dance Floor is a "trap". It is NOT. In fact, I will show you that the dance floor is often the best place (in a club) to pickup women.

Also, you don't need to worry either if you don't have superbly smooth dancing skills. Trust me, I am hardly the type you see on "So You Think You Can Dance?" on TV.

Bottom line - you DON'T need to be a good dancer to pick up a woman in the club. Get that thought out of your mind NOW.

I elaborate more about these two myths in my book, and also the biggest reason why most men fail on the dance floor. But for now, take it from me - don't fall for the biggest myth in club game that you can't pick a woman up from the dance floor.

Now with that out of the way...

QUICK DANCE FLOOR PICKUP TACTICS YOU MUST KNOW

When you want to hit the dance floor, it's good NOT to just jump in on your own. You can use "social proof" by getting a girl to go to the dance floor with you. One sure-fire way to do this is to engage women who are alone and not dancing.
You can do this by using these two patented DRH openers:

**Opener #1. "The Teacher"**. Go to her and ask her, "Teach me how to dance." You gotta put up and authoritative frame and assume that she is attracted to you.

If she gives you an indicator of interest (i.e. if she smiles), then take her hand and lead her to the dance floor.

**Opener #2. "The Challenger"**. Go to her and ask, "Do you know how to dance?". Most of the time she would say "Yes". Then, say, "Prove it to me!", take her by the hand and lead her to the dance floor.

If she says "no", then say, "Let me teach you." The trick here is to lead her just a few steps away nearer to the dance floor (so that she doesn't feel "taken away").

If there are no suitable women on their own who are not dancing, then you have got to look out for women who give you distant IOI's (indicators of interest). When you see one, this is what you should do -

Beckon her with your finger. Usually she will say "no" or shake her head. Then, with a smile, take a step forward - and show her that you are moving closer in her direction.

This will send her the message that "I've come half way. Now it's your turn to come." She'll usually respond and come to you. (If you are well versed in Derek Rake's Zen Seduction tactics, then this is what he would call as "Laddered Compliance").

The two techniques above should get you started. Need more powerful tactics in your dance floor pickup arsenal? Then download a copy of
my book where I detail more step-by-step techniques (similar to the above) in every situation possible:

1. How to pick her up when she is dancing with another guy.

2. How to get women grinding on you - this will make other women notice you quickly!

3. How to gain killer social proof and "star status" in a club...so that women naturally come to you instead.

4. How to use my infamous "Ring Routine" to create massive attraction on the dance floor...

...and more.

Onward...

HOW TO PICK THE BEST CLUBS TO RUN DANCE FLOOR GAME

Now if you want to get started is to start out at the RIGHT clubs where you can pick women up easily. These clubs are:

1. Clubs which play Hip Hop or Reggaeton music.

2. Clubs which play super loud music... where it's impossible to talk and get heard.

3. Clubs which has a "Ghetto" crowd.

These clubs are the best places to run Dance Floor game. Why? It's because these clubs only have one purpose - which is for dancing. On the other hand, some clubs are built for SOCIALIZING - where running Dance Floor game is doubly hard.

At a Hip Hop club, you don't need any dancing skills at all - you just need to bump and grind the girl on the dance floor. And when you are
bumping and grinding her, always use kino. Hold her hand, stroke her hair, the works. Touch her face.

Remember that you do NOT have time for small talk - the music's too loud anyway. Close by asking her for her number, and give her a kiss on the cheek.

I hope this short report has been useful to you. Now you have possibly more knowledge on club pickup than the regular guy - so go out and have fun! When you are ready for more nuclear-powered dance floor seduction tactics just click on this link to find out more -

"How To Pickup Women On The Dance Floor"

Some of the stuff you will find in my book:

1. Hip Hop Game - a 6-step method to bumping and grinding with the hottest chick in the club (pages 38-42)

2. Dance Floor Game In Bars - using the "Asshole Dance Opener"... use this only if you dare to! (page 34)

3. How to move the relationship forward outside of the club. Discover the killer ways to "seal the deal" quickly and easily (page 31)

4. How to use my patented "3-Song Escalation" to KISS a woman on the dance floor (page 24)

5. 4 killer mistakes on the dance floor you must avoid! (pages 17-18)
6. How to instantly recognize and convert indicators of interest (pages 20, 21)

7. How to "use" your friends to get you to the girl you desire on the dance floor (page 22)

8. How to escalate from pure dance floor game to a verbal conversation (page 30)

9. Dance floor skills - what you must do when you get there (pg 36)

10. Advanced Dance Floor Game - not for beginners, but with this technique, you will be able to get super-fast makeouts - right on the dance floor (pages 43 onwards)

Click here for your copy

If you have any success stories to share with me, just email Derek at askderek@derekrake.com and he'll forward to me.

Keep on rockin’!

RyanDRH

World’s #1 Expert on Dance Floor Pickup